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As we worked out the family trees of Louises’ genetic cousins, we found that many
shared more than one set of common ancestors
○ This is called endogamy. Endogamy is the the custom of marrying only within the
limits of a local community, clan, or tribe. This happens in religious communities,
geographically isolated groups, indigenous peoples, and is more common than
you might expect.
For example, match 4 and match 5 on this chart are both third cousins and second
cousins once removed with each other, because they share two sets of common
ancestors.
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When a person shares a single set of common ancestors, the DNA they share
with each other falls within a predictable range that allows us to make a guess of
how they are related to each other before we ever build out their family trees.
When two people share more than one set of common ancestors, the amount of
DNA they share is less predictable - more than if they shared only one common
ancestor couple, making them appear possibly more closely related than they
are.
This paired with the degraded state of Louise’s DNA made it so that for the first
year or so of our research we weren’t sure of the accuracy of what we were
looking at.

In March of 2018 we first spotted Louise Peterson and found that she fit in to where we
would expect to find a person that matched the Belle in the Well’s autosomal profile. We
moved on from her because she was much older than the predicted age range we were
working with, and we had nothing to support her as a candidate for identification on her
paternal side. We continued to look in other places for someone who might be a better
fit.
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At the end of January 2019, around the time someone who may have gotten an Ancestry
kit as a Christmas present might be getting their results back, a new DNA match
appeared on GEDmatch who was not related to the other cousin matches. We knew this
must be someone from the as yet unrepresented father’s side. However, we did not have
any other matches that we could use to triangulate which ancestor this new match might
share with our Jane Doe, so we had to estimate how many generations back their
common ancestor might be, and then work all of the descendancies from each ancestor
at that generation level until we saw something familiar. This DNA match had a third
great grandfather, Gustav Peterson, who moved with his family from Germany to
Canada. Gustav’s son Charles, the DNA Match’s 2nd great grand uncle, moved from
Canada to the US and married Ora Mynes - the mother of Louise Peterson. We knew at
the moment we saw this marriage record come up that this was the connection we were
waiting for.
○ We examined the possibility that Louise may have been the mother of the Belle
in the Well because of her age being outside of the predicted age range, but
upon reviewing the DNA matches for any signs of a genetic connection to
Louise’s husband, we determined that Louise herself was the belle in the well,
and not one of her children.
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Ultimately, Louise escaped the endogamy common to her genetic cousins, and several
of her top matches do fall within predictable ranges of shared DNA as compared to their
actual cousin relationships. Match 1, the only match on the paternal side, had no double
cousin relationships and is a first cousin three times removed to Louise. Match 2 and
match 3 are both third cousins once removed.
○ Match 2 is unique and integral to our genealogical analysis because in addition to
the amount of shared autosomal DNA, this match also shares a significant
segment of their X chromosome with Louise. X DNA can only be inherited
through specific chains from an ancestor. Either it comes from a direct maternal
ancestor, or through an alternating mother-father chain. In other words, a father
cannot pass an X segment to a son, so this can narrow the focus of what lines of
descendancy to look at when DNA cousins share an X segment. Since Louise
and Match 2 both descend from their ancestors Edward Grass and Martha
Parsons in a way that would allow them both to share a portion of their X
chromosome with each other, this gave us extra assurance that we had made a
positive identification.
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While we found dozens of common ancestors between Louises’s DNA matches, only a
handful of those common ancestors were in Louise’s direct ancestry. The majority of
those common ancestors lived their lives very near to where Louise’s remains were
discovered. Their birth and death locations are depicted as green tree icons on this
map. Before we ever had Louise Peterson as a person of interest, we could already
determine that the Belle in the Well was found not far from the home of her ancestors. In
fact, the cistern in which Louise’s remains were found is only about an hour away from
where she lived as a five year old child in the home of her mother and grandparents in
West Virginia.

